
What is the Ease2pay group?
The Ease2pay group offers an IoT smart 
activation and transaction platform complete 
with an integrated billing and payment system. 
Our platform enables service providers to offer 
innovative self-service facilities.

The Ease2pay group assists its providers with 
the development and improvement of self-
service facilities and enables the development 
of brands. Ease2pay’s platform is the solution 
for shared-use utilities or services. 

The platform can be linked to upgrade existing 
shared-use facilities or applied to new facilities, 
saving service providers from having to develop 
a platform themselves.

to activate electricity and other utilities 
using their smartphone,

gain real-time insight into their 
consumption,

to receive customised bills,

enjoy easy and quick payment possibilities.

We offer business as well as private market 
solutions that can be marketed under your 
own label or ours. Our electricity supply 
concepts enable your customers:
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Which facilities can the Ease2pay 
Group offer?

The Ease2pay group provides electricity and 
other utilities to your clients on the go. We can 
supply temporary electricity to areas such as 
marinas, campsites, car parks, events (festivals, 
fairs, amusements), so that the end user can 
have direct and quick access at any time.

With customer specific energy portals, 
smartphone apps and flexible payment 
methods we take care of literally everything 
that is involved in the supply of energy.

Security & Quality Performance

Relability User-friendly

ISO 27001 & 9001
VPN & APN by KORE

High security
eSIM M2M

European “Eichrecht”

Over 1 million transactions per day
Automated invoicing
Payment collection

Connect in just seconds
Worldwide connectivity

Redundancy
Uptime 24/7

Hardware independent
Asset management

AWS Cloud

Apps and websites per user group
Automatic reporting

Real-time insights
Management portals

Multi utility



How does the Ease2pay 
Platform work?

Reference
“The Ease2pay group, the expert in pay-
per-use software, has built a very powerful 
platform to handle payments.”

-Frederik Wiedei, 
Millie Operations & Payment Solutions

“With the Ease2pay platform, you can 
switch on and pay for electricity with the 
press of a button.”

-Jaap Schippers, 
E-Harbour Amsterdam

corporate@ease2pay.nl

www.ease2pay.group

+3185 201 2781
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The Ease2pay platform is hosted in AWS 
and takes care of invoicing and activation 
of devices 24/7, all year round. Our eSims 
KORE provides the best connectivity 
worldwide automatically connecting to the 
strongest mobile network in the area. 

Our platform operates independent from 
any network provider and communications 
are 100% secure using the latest security 
standards.

Ease2pay can connect to any of your 
devices using our own or third-party smart 
metering controllers and operating via 
open protocols like OCPP, COSEM, DLMS, 
and several other proprietary protocols.

Our platform offers over 60 payment 
methods for end-users. Multi-language, 
multi-currency, and with local VAT regimes.

In addition, it has user-friendly applications 
for IOS and Android, custom-made or 
branded. The platform can provide RFID 
card functionality and smartphone apps 
can really deliver added value services such 
as real-time communication with the user, 
displaying prices, loyalty programs, and 
reservation.

What are the benefits?

Cost savings

Modern & user-friendly interfaces

Automated invoicing and prepaid 
wallets

Multi-language platform

Real-time insight

Administrative analysis & monitoring 


